A successful weekend’s work by the ACA at Babcock’s Rosyth dockyard

On June 8 the dry dock was flooded and Super Block 03 (SB03), the centre section of the ship, was gently floated up for the first time.

The next day, on June 9, SB03 was manoeuvred out of the dock.

It was taken across the non-tidal basin, and moored against the west wall, near where Lower Block 02 (LB02) was moored.
Once it was moored, operations to move LB02 began.

And the same afternoon LB02 was manoeuvred into Babcock’s No. 1 dock for the first time.

LB02 was moved to the north end of the dock, leaving room for LB01 which will be craned in shortly.
Next it was the turn of SB03 to return to the dock.

And finally, with both blocks in place, the dock was drained and both blocks docked down.